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JAF Group: David Brenner becomes new country general manager of JAF in Austria 
 
 
Stockerau. David Brenner (52) is taking over the general management functions of J. u. A. Frischeis 
(JAF) in Austria with effect from February 2024. The responsibilities which Brenner is assuming at J. u. A. 
Frischeis GmbH (Austria) were previously those of general manager Werner Stix, who continues to 
oversee the general management of the international JAF Group alongside Miroslav Malženický and 
Wilfrid Fabjani. 

By attracting Brenner, the JAF Group has brought on board an experienced expert with in-depth know-
how and industry knowledge. This graduate of politics, journalism and legal sciences most recently spent 
ten years in the position of general manager at the international wood-based manufacturer Kronospan 
Deutschland GmbH. From 2007 to 2013, he previously served as deputy provincial governor and 
provincial councillor for finances in the province of Salzburg. 

 

Quote from David Brenner 

“I am delighted to be returning to Austria and becoming part of the JAF Group. In the past, I have already 
had the chance to get to know JAF as a dependable and determined business partner and look forward to 
continuing to shape the future of timber trading with my new team”, says a highly motivated Brenner 
shortly before taking on his new role as country manager at JAF in Austria. 

 

 

 

About J. u. A. Frischeis 

The JAF Group, known in Austria as J. u. A Frischeis, is an international timber wholesaler and one of Europe ’s 
leading suppliers of timber and wood-based materials. JAF has nearly 3,000 employees based at 71 sites located in 
15 countries on two continents. Since being founded in 1948, JAF has established itself as a strong partner to the 
timber processing, construction and resale sectors. JAF guarantees a high degree of flexibility and modern service as 
a result of its strong logistics, modern production facilities and numerous digital solutions. 
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Gesa Hoffmann, JAF International Services GmbH, Gerbergasse 2, 2000 Stockerau, Austria 
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